Regolamento per la pesca in ottobre

1. È consentita la pesca in ottobre con le seguenti limitazioni e ghiottozze: Pesca a mosca con croce di Topo–Teutone, Valpolicella, con moque a Secca, nymph, alveno single, alveno in superficie, nymph in superficie. 
2. Il Società L’OTTURT E NANNI ha l’obbligo di informare la值班ية關於 the following zones PO.1, PO.2, PO.3, PO.4.
3. È assolutamente vietato tradurre il pesce capturato e lo stesso dev’essere rilasciato in modo da non alterare il bacino (modesta cattura & rilascio).
5. Divieto di utilizzo di artificiali di lunghezza superiore a 6 cm.
6. È l’obbligo l’ospite di rimandare la pesca in ottobre.
7. La pesca non può iniziare prima delle 07:00 del mattino e dovrà terminare un’ora dopo il tramonto.
8. L’ospite ha l’obbligo a fine giornata di riconsegnare il permesso acquistato o la tessera di partecipazione dove è stato pagato il tessere o il permesso.

PO.1 Chiese River (from the beginning of No-Kill to the downstream bridge of the Morandino basin) It’s allowed: FLY FISHING. PO.2 Chiese River (from the northern bank of the Chiese basin to the downstream bridge of the Morandino basin). It’s allowed: FLY FISHING AND SPINNING. PO.3 River Chiese (from the upstream of the Morandino river to the downstream bridge of the Bissina reservoir). It’s allowed: FLY FISHING. PO.4 River Chiese (from upstream of the Bissina reservoir to the downstream of the Bissina reservoir). It’s allowed: FLY FISHING. A.D. N. Cologna, 46.

NB: Le penalità e le sanzioni disciplinari per la pesca in ottobre sono duplicate.

Regulations for fishing in October

1. Fishing is allowed in October with the following limitations and prescriptions: Fly Fishing with a mouse tail - Tannen-Valpolicella, with dry fly, nymph, alveno single hook or maximum 3 hooks, nymph with double hook max. 5 cm, nymph with double hook max. 6 cm, nymph with double hook max. 8 cm. No artificial lures on a single hook, alveno with barbless hooks.
2. Members and guests who want to fish in this zone must book at 346-8449115 or e-mail to the above-mentioned zones PO.1, PO.2, PO.3, PO.4.
3. Keeping catches is absolutely forbidden and every caught fish must be gently and carefully unhooked (catch & release fishing).
4. Silicone, rubber or paste artificial lures and natural lures are forbidden.
5. Artificial lures longer than 6 cm are forbidden.
6. The use of a landing net is mandatory.
7. Fishing may not start before 07:00 a.m. and must end one hour after the sunset.
8. At the end of the fishing session, the guest must hand in the permit duly completed where it was bought or leave it in the ticket office of the association PESCATORI ALTO CHIESE A.S.D. N. Cologna, 46.

Areas involved in fishing in October:

PO.1 Chiese River (from the beginning of No-Kill1 to the Chiese river). It’s allowed FLY FISHING.
PO.2 River Chiese (from the northern bank of the Chiese basin to the downstream bridge of the Morandino basin). It’s allowed: FLY FISHING AND SPINNING.
PO.3 River Chiese (from upstream of the Morandino river to the downstream bridge of the Bissina reservoir). It’s allowed: FLY FISHING.
PO.4 River Chiese (from upstream of the Bissina reservoir to the downstream of the Bissina reservoir). It’s allowed: FLY FISHING.

NB: Penalties and disciplinary sanctions for fishing in October are doubled.

Dove acquistare i permessi

Permessi giornalieri acquistabili anche su Trentino Fishing— Daily permit buy online on Trentino Fishing.

PREMISE

Permessi giornalieri ordinario € 20.00

Permesso giornaliero ordinario anche su Hooking Book and Buy permits on the Hooking App.
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